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Last time we learned...
print function

Outputting things to the screen

paste function

Merging one or more things together

If Statements

Way to make decisions that change with respect to input

We will build on these concepts and start applying them to groom data!



Plan for Today’s Lecture
For Loops for Repetitive Code

File Operations for Reading and Storing Data

K-Nearest Neighbours Prediction Methods in R



Repetitive Programs
Say we wanted to print a certain text six times. How would we do it?

print(“Hello!”)
print(“Hello!”)
print(“Hello!”)
print(“Hello!”)
print(“Hello!”)
print(“Hello!”)



Repetition with For Loops: Reducing Redundancy
We could shorten that down to this using for loops...

for(count in 1: 6){

       print(“Hello!”)

}

count is a new variable defined inside the clause itself and keeps track of the 
current loop count 

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f1901d2486f244a6936b

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f1901d2486f244a6936b


Repetition with For Loops: Count
count is a new variable defined inside the clause itself

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f0fa1d2486f244a69369

for(count in 1: 6){

       print(paste(“The current loop is”, count))

}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f0fa1d2486f244a69369


For Loop: ranges themselves can be variables

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f72f1d2486f244a6936d

# Specify start and end ranges of the For Loop.
start = 1
end = 10

for(count in start: end){
     print(“Hello!”)
}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f72f1d2486f244a6936d


Coding Problem: Compute the Sum of all Integers below 100

Wow - Tough question. Let’s loop over all integers under 100
Add them into a variable called sum

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f7eb1d2486f244a6936f

start = 1
end = 100
sum = 0

for(count in start: end - 1){
    sum = sum + count
}

print(paste(“The sum of all numbers under”, end, “is”, sum))

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696f7eb1d2486f244a6936f


Coding Problem: What does the following output

Remember, paste merges text together.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697ad791d2486f244a6937c

final =”Your name is: ”
name = “Bob”
end = 5

for(count in 1: end){
    final = paste(final, name)
}

print(paste(“Final Output is:”, final))

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697ad791d2486f244a6937c


Coding Problem: Print the Multiplication Table

Nested For Loops are possible; Just like nested If Statements!

How would we use loops to print something like this?



Coding Problem: Print the Multiplication Table

Nested For Loops are possible; Just like nested If Statements!

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697afe11d2486f244a6937e

size = 12

for(count in 1: end){

   this_line = ””
   for(count_2 in 1: size){
       this_line = paste(this_line, count * count_2)
   }
   print(this_line)
}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697afe11d2486f244a6937e


Summary: For Loops
Ways to make repetitive code

Can be nested within each other



Storing and Reading Datasets in R
It’s important to have a way to store and read data sets.

Table data sets are stored in the .csv format



Comma-Separated Value File Format
The most common way to store table data sets

File with the “.csv” file extension

First line represents “header” the column names

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696fb1a1d2486f244a69374

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696fb1a1d2486f244a69374


CSV Files: Reading a CSV file
Use the csv.read function where the first argument is the filename

Our data set is now stored in the data variable!

DataJoy Example:https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b18939dc02266e7b0254

data =read.csv(“file_name.csv”)

print(summary(data))

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b18939dc02266e7b0254


CSV Files: Obtaining Specific Slices of the dataset
We can use square brackets to specify the slice of a CSV file we want

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696fe4e39dc02266e7b0251

data =read.csv(“file_name.csv”)
print(data[2, 1])

Second Observation First Column of That Observation

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5696fe4e39dc02266e7b0251


Getting the Number of Rows in a CSV file
Use the nrow function on the csv file; This will give you back a number.

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56979ce51d2486f244a69379 

data =read.csv(“file_name.csv”)

number_rows = nrow(data)
print(number_of_rows)

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/56979ce51d2486f244a69379


Looping through all observations in a CSV file
How do we print all observations using loops and slices?

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b31739dc02266e7b0256

data =read.csv(“file_name.csv”)
number_rows = nrow(data)

for(count in 1: number_rows){
    observation = data[count,]
    print(observation)
}

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b31739dc02266e7b0256


Coding Problem: Print all observations with both a width and height 
greater than 10
Say, we’re given a .csv file below:

width, height, species
3.1, 2.1, cat
4.5, 1.2, mouse
...

How do we do this using If Statements and For Loops?

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b5201d2486f244a69380

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b5201d2486f244a69380


Reading CSV Files: Important Ideas
read.csv

nrows

summary

slicing



K-nearest Neighbours in R
library(caret)

train= read.csv(“train.csv”)

grid = tuneGrid(number=3)

knn = train(species ~ ., data = train, method = "knn", tuneGrid = grid)

unknown = read.csv(“unknown.csv”)

predict(knn, newdata=unknown)

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/568d9e4139dc02266e7b0210

 

Load up a Data Mining Package called “caret”

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/568d9e4139dc02266e7b0210


Formulas in R: Describe Relationships
When we use the train function, we must specify a formula

knn <- train(species ~ width + height, data = training, method = "knn", 
trControl = ctrl)

                                        - Exactly Same As - 

knn <- train(species ~ ., data = training, method = "knn", trControl = ctrl)

Use a period for using all other columns.



Visualizing the Effect of K
Remember - the choice of K describes the complexity of our predictive model

DataJoy Example: https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b87a39dc02266e7b0258

https://www.getdatajoy.com/examples/5697b87a39dc02266e7b0258


In general, we saw that a K value that is
K value that is high will not capture any patterns

Too many neighbours taken into account!

We will not capture any patterns

K value that is low, tends to be sensitive to the small noise points in the data set

There will be small “patches” in the decision surface of the predictive model



Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling

If there was a Petting Zoo with abnormally-sized cats in the training data?

What would happen?

Noisy Observations: Observations which do not truly reflect the underlying relationship.

Or in other words, observations which are “exceptional” cases. These should be 
removed.



Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling: Illustration

This deformed cat in the training data causes the 1-NN to fail!

Increasing K value can help to reduce the effect of noise; takes more neighbours in account.
In general, we should try to detect and remove noise.
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Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling: Illustration

Our decision surface, for 1-Nearest Neighbours, between cat and mice looks like 
this:
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Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling: Illustration

Increasing K value to 2 helps to reduce the effect of noise; takes more neighbours in account.

If K was 2, two neighbours would be taken into account and that deformed cat would be 
ignored
Why not always make K an large value? Like 1,000?
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Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling: Illustration

Large K values start to fail to capture patterns in the training data!
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Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling

Most real-world datasets have a lot of “deformed cats” aka Noise.

This makes it difficult to capture underlying patterns.
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Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling

Does K=1 work?

Err - no. This would not work in the real-world
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Abnormally Sized Cats in Predictive Modelling

Hmm, K=7 does an okay job!

Both resistent to noise, while still capturing underlying patterns!
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Two Extremes of Model Complexity
K describes complexity of the resulting model.

Overfit predictive models are models which are too complex and adapts to noise; 
does not understand the underlying relationship. (Ex: Rigid boundaries from the 
deformed cats)

Underfit predictive models are models that not complex enough to capture any 
relationships.

We need to choose the correct value of K to capture patterns while avoiding 
these deformed cats!



Remember, Assignment 1 is due on January 26th.

Office Hours on Mondays 12:00pm to 1:30pm at Rm 308.

 Happy Thursday!

That’s all for today.


